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arrangement, to lead to the total matrix element

V= (ie/trt) (2sr/k)' Q c&"~(T„&"&)

(x(0)T„t"&gtr„—h(0, r)

0&e '"'e„(8„so»—k,)P„(r))dr, (3)

in which o.„,= (i/2) Ly„,y,) and k, = (k,k). The function
gz. —h(0, r), which is a Green's function for the second
order Dirac equation, implicitly embodies the summa-
tion over intermediate states. It is quite adequately
approximated in the present context, by the simpler
nonrelativistic Green's function for the propagation of
an electron with energy E„—k in a Coulomb 6eld. The
latter function is defined in terms of Coulomb wave
functions tt, (r) as

Since this expression has spherical symmetry about the
origin, it is easily evaluated by solving the appropriate
radial Schrodinger equation. The occurrence of a par-
ticularly tractable form for the Coulomb Green's func-
tion stems from the fact that electron capture neces-
sarily takes place at the center of force. The solution is
found to contain a Khittaker function and has integral
representation,

(1+I)&/coo

Gtr —s(0,r) = (rnid/sr)e er e '~r"
~ ~

dtt, (5)EN]
for k —E„)Zs Rydbergs, where P= $2ttt(k Z)]&—, and
ao is the Bohr radius.

With the expression (5), the integrations required to
find the matrix element (3) may be carried out analyti-
cally. The resulting p-ray spectra for capture from the
various significant electron shells have been calculated
for Fe" which has an energy release' of 220 kev. They
are shown in Fig. I. The spectra for capture from S
states, aside from their slightly different maximum

N(E)

energies, have the general shape x(1—x)s. The P-state
spectra are by comparison quite weak at high energies
and extremely intense near the characteristic x-ray
lines. The processes responsible for the intensity peaks
are ones in which capture of an S electron is followed

by a radiative transition from a higher I' state. They
differ from the normal and highly probable course of
electron capture and subsequent emission of char-
acteristic x-rays only by relaxation of the requirement
of energy conservation in the intermediate state. The
I' state spectra of Fig. 1 may, in fact, be thought of as
representing the extreme wings of the characteristic
x-ray lines.

For a given energy release, the intensities of the
P-state spectra increase relative to those of the S
states roughly as the square of the nuclear charge.
Hence for Ge' and Cs"' the E-state contributions
should dominate all save the upper ends of the spectra.
The shapes observed' corroborate this. Screening of the
Coulomb 6eld will act to reduce somewhat the intensi-
ties of spectra from the m=2 and 3 shells and will be
taken into account in seeking quantitative agreement
with experiment.

The analysis described may be applied equally well

to forbidden transitions which will be characterized in
general by differing spectrum shapes. The capture in
Fe" for which log ft equals 6.1, is evidently allowed,
but quite unfavored, a fact which might be anticipated
from the shell model since A)=2. A detailed account
of the techniques employed including an examination
of the effects of screening is in preparation. We wish to
thank Dr. T. Berlin for calling this problem to our
attention.

' L. Madansky and F. Rasetti, Phys. Rev. 94, 407 (1954).
'B. Saraf, Phys. Rev. 94, 642 (1954); also work on Ge"

I B.Saraf, Phys. Rev. 95, 97 (1954)].' Emmerich, Singer, and Kurhatov, Phys. Rev. 94, 115 (1954).
4 P. Morrison and L. I. SchiG, Phys. Rev. SS, 24 (1940).
~ We employ units in which 5=1, c= i.
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FIG. i. Gamma-ray spectra for radiative capture from various
electron shells of Fe'~. The characteristic x-ray region lies below
Ij,g, the E-shell ionization energy.

HEN photons with energies of several hundred
Mev interact with complex nuclei, they eject

high™energy protons and neutrons in greater number's

than compound nucleus formation can explain. The
cross sections and angular distributions of such reac-
tions indicate a direct interaction between the photons
and individual nucleons. Of the various models pro-
posed to explain these results, perhaps the most appeal-
ing is the "pseudodeuteron" model discussed by
Levinger. ' Several experiments have tended to confirm
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this theory, 2 but the clearest proof would seem to be
the observation of the simultaneous ejection of a proton
and a neutron in the photodisintegration of a complex
element. We have recently observed coincident protons
and neutrons from lithium irradiated with 265-Mev
bremsstrahlung from the University of Illinois betatron.

In our experiment a proton counter consisting of a
series of five organic scintillators was set at 76.5' to
the x-ray beam. Pulse heights photographed from an
oscillograph in three of the organic scintillators allowed
an almost unambiguous identification of the particle
and its energy. Protons in the energy range 65 Mev to
about 200 Mev were observed in the same betatron run.
When this counter was run by itself, electrons, mesons,
meson stars, and protons were all clearly distinguished.
This counter is more adequately described in the ac-
companying letter on the photodisintegration of
deuterium.

In order to observe coincident protons and neutrons
a counter 4 inches in diameter by 10 inches long filled
with terphenyl in phenylcyclohexane was placed behind
2 inches of lead on the side of the beam opposite the
proton counter. A coincidence between this counter
and the proton telescope triggered the sweep of the
oscillograph used for photographing the pulse heights.
The pulse height distribution in the proton telescope
clearly indicated that only protons were in coincidence
with neutrons on the other side of the beam.

A further check on the two-body nature of such inter-
actions was made by swinging the neutron counter in
angle. Figure 1 shows the number of coincidences from

a lithium target as a function of the neutron counter
angle. A definite angular correlation is observed. The
angular correlation from deuterium is shown for com-
parison. The equality of the peak angles gives striking
confirmation of the two-body nature of the interaction.
The broadening of the lithium curve is about what
would be expected from the internal momentum dis-
tribution of the "pseudodeuteron" in the nucleus.

In a supplementary experiment with A. O. Hanson
and T. Yamagata described in an accompanying letter,
the liquid deuterium target was used to measure the
eKciency of our neutron counter as 6.8 percent. We
can then estimate that 53 percent of all photoprotons
from lithium have a correlated neutron. If the proba-
bility of subsequent interactions in the nucleus is taken
into account, the possibility remains that all photo-
protons in this energy range are produced in such a
two-body process.

We have observed this e8ect qualitatively in beryl-
lium, carbon, boron, nitrogen, and oxygen targets.

The data presented in this letter are at best pre-
liminary, and quantitative conclusions are subject to
considerable uncertainty. However, the qualitative
existence of correlated protons and neutrons in the high-
energy photoeGect leaves little doubt of the basic
correctness of the "pseudodeuteron" model for at
least a large fraction of the interactions.

*This work was supported in part by the joint program of the
Ofhce of Naval Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission.' J. S. Levinger, Phys, Rev. 84, 43 (1951).

2 J. W. Weil and B. D. McDaniel, Phys. Rev. 92, 391 (1953).
See this paper for other references.
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FIG. 1. Neutron-proton coincidences as a function of the angle
of the neutron counter. The proton counter is fixed at 76.5'. The
lithium ordinate is in most cases the actual number of counts
observed. The deuterium curve has been normalized for number
of atoms in the beam and reduced by a factor of three to facilitate
comparison.
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w E have measured the differential cross section of
the photodisintegration of deuterium at 45',

75', and 120' in laboratory coordinates.
Figure 1 shows the schematics of our experimental

arrangement. The liquid deuterium target' was placed
in the x-ray beam from the University of Illinois beta-
tron, The proton counter telescope consisted of five
organic scintillators. Two of them, viewed by 931-A
phototubes, supplied pulses for a coincidence circuit
which triggered the sweep of an oscilloscope. The other
three crystals were viewed by 5819 phototubes. Their
outputs were suitably delayed, put in a mixing and
integrating circuit, and displayed on the oscilloscope.
35-mm photographs of the individual traces were later
projected and the pulse heights measured.

In most cases, pulses from protons, mesons, and elec-
trons are readily distinguishable, since particles djt6ering


